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FOREWORD 
This report  documents significant modifications to  
CONFAC I and CONFAC II, which a r e  digital computer 
programs used t o  determine geometric configuration 
and form factors. 
thermal and luminous radiant interchange analyses. 
This effort, sponsored by the NASA Houston Manned 
Spacecraft C enter under Contract NAS9 -41 33, was 
directed by R. Brown and R, Durkee of the Thermal 
Systems Branch and represents the completion of the 
second stage in the development of a general form 
factor computer program. 
These factors a r e  essential to 
The original Air Force documentation of CONFAC I 
’ and CONFAC II has been revised accordingly; this 
report is issued in two volumes, identified as SID 65- 
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NBSTRACT 
A simple numerical method is derived for the determination of the 
geometric radiant-interchange factors used in radiant heat transfer and illumi- 
nation. A FORTRAN IV digital computer program utilizing this method is 
developed which provides a rapid and accurate means of computation of con- 
figuration and form factors. The source of flux may be any general plane 
polygon, and the receiver may be any general plane or  nonplanar polygon. 
F~rir ,  factors are computed rapidiy-averaging less  than two seconds on 
the IBM 7094 for simple plane surfaces. 
of application, and economy of operation a r e  principal features of this program, 
Sample problems illustrating these important aspects a r e  provided. 
Simplicity of data entry, flexibility 
'ORM 131-V R E V  1 1  - 6 4  
'UELICATIONS USE ONLY 
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PREFACE 
The FORTRAN N Computer Program described here is a modified 
version of the first .configuration factor program developed by North 
American Aviation as part of the A i r  Force Thermal and Atmospheric 
Control Study (Reference 5). 
been extensively rnodiked since it was first issued, primarily a s  a result  of 
the development of CONFAC II, which extended capabilities of the basic 
program into solid geometry. Because of the l a rge r  space requirements of 
CONFAC II, storage space for surface data is extremely limited. Hence, 
although CONFAC II compute8 factors between plane surfaces in the same 
manner as CONFAC I and is practically as rapid, CONFAC I has  been prin- 
cipally used for  such purposes. When la rger  computer memory becomes 
available, the C,ONFAC I version wi l l  probably no longer be neeaed. 
The original CONFAC I computer program has 
Because CONFAC I is different in  program structure  but basically 
identical to CONFAC II in  analytical procedure, material  relating to analysis 
is practically identical in both volumes of this report. Also, the sample 
problems illustrating the use  of CONFAC I are very s imilar  to  those of 
CONFAC II. 
because of the limited capabilities of CONFAC I. 
The presentation of data and output a r e  slightly clifferent 
CONFAC I MODIFICATIONS 
The principal modifications to CONFAC I consist of the following: 
1. The program has been converted from IBM FORTRAN II to 
IBM FORTRAN N. 
2. An automatic factor request generator has been incorporated. 
A single pseudo-factor request named GROUPRUN may now be 
used to compute a combinational sequence of factors between 
surfaces entered in data. 
3. Modifications in data entry have also been made to permit com- 
pression of numerical data by use of FORTRAN IV NAMELIST, 
and to allow printout of card images of data prior to data 
processing, making possible r ap id  scanning for  e r r o r s  and data 
modifications. 
- v -  
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4. The pseudo-transformation command "9R" has been incorporated 
to effect a 180" reversal  of a surface orientation vector. The 
need for a transformation data entry o r  another surface data entry 
is eliminated. 
5 .  Data entry of transformation data has  been modified to permit use 
of the CONFAC ZI data entry format. 
original CONFAC I transformation data format has  been 
maintained. 
Compatibility with the 
6. Formatirrg and execution of the factor request has been changed to 
permit automatic repetition of output mode and/or  mapping incre- 
ment specifications, 
- vi - 
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X, Y, Z o r  












Form factor (italicized) 
T ran s la ti on c omp onen t s 
Unit vectors along the X-, Y-, Z-axis, respectively 
Center of unit sphere, origin of coordinate system 
Radius of sphere 
Distance between two a r e a s  
Spatial coordinates of a point relative to X, Y, Z axis 
Direction angles of a line relative to X,  Y, 2 axis 
respectively 
Angle between 2 axis and vector normal to  plane 
Angle between two vectors 
Numerical constant = 3. 14159 t 
Solid angle 
Points on an a rea  
Sector 
Finite incremental area 
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dA Diffe r entia1 area 
dA-A From a differential area to an area 
1,2, Areas 1,2, 
12 Area 1 to area 2 
€ Elliptical 
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INTRODUCTION 
* 
The geometric form factor,  f12, is defined a s  the fraction of radiant 
energy emanating from finite surface A1 and intercepted by another surface 
( 1 )  
Ftwc received by finite surface A2 
Flux emitted by finite surface A1 
S 
f12 
The geometric configuration factor, c12, is defined in a similar manner, 
except that the emitting surface is infinitesimal (sometimes designated a s  the 
plane pofnt configuration factor), 
Flux received by finite surface,A2 
Flux emitted by infinitesimal surface dA1 c =  ( 2 )  12 
The subscripts denote the direction of flow of net flux; c12 and f12 pertain 
respectively to the configuration and form factor from surface A1 to surface 
A2. It is assumed that each surface is isothermal and radiates diffusely, 
i. e. , follows Lambert ' s  cosine distribution law. 
The "closed-form" determination of the configuration or  form factor 
by classical  integration techniques is impossible or impractical in most situa- 
tions. 
tu re  (Reference l ) ,  and probably the most useful is Pleijel 's  globoscope 
(Reference 4). Experimental techniques produce only the configuration factor, 
however. 
o r  a few configuration fdc ivrs  dre required arid r i ~ r r i l r i d  acctii-acy IS stifficieiii. 
Experimental techniques and devices have been reported in the l i tera-  
Nonetheless, they a r e  useful for  many applications where only one 
However, if a large number of form factors a r e  required in a short  
period of t ime, experimental techniques a r e  not practical. 
sents  a numerical method and a computer program which permits rapid and 
accurate  computation of configuration and form factors between plane sur  - 
faces ,  and plane o r  nonplanar surfaces. The source (surface 1)  may be any 
general plane polygon; the receiver (surface 2) may be any arbi t rar i ly  
oriented general plane o r  nonplanar polygon. Fo rm factors (which nominally 
a r e  derived from 625 configuration factors) a r e  computed rapidly, averaging 
l e s s  than 2 seconds by IBM 7094 time for simple plane surfaces. 
compares solutions obtained by CONFAC I to those given in Reference 1 .  
This report  pre-  
Table 1 
- 1 -  
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Reference 1 
Table 1. Comparison of Configuration and Form Factors Computed 
by CONFAC I to Those Given in Reference 1 
Computer (Trapezodial Rule) 
24 x 24 grid 1 60 x 60 grid . C onfiguratip 
P-1, x = 1, Y = l  
X = O . l ,  Y = O . 1  
x = 1, Y = 4  
x = 0.1,  Y = 0.4  
x = 1, y = a* 





P-2, 16 = 30°, L = O ,  N = 1 
b = 3 0 ° ,  L = l ,  N = l  
b = 3 0 ° ,  L = O ,  N = 4  
6 = 3 0 ° ,  L = 4 ,  N = 4  
b = 12Q0, L = 0, N = 1 
b = 120°, L = 0, N = 4 
b = 120°, L = 4 ,  N = 4 
8 = 120°, L = 1,  N = 1 
0. 61769 0.61878 
0. 39431 0. 39450 
0.08665 0. 08662 
. 0 .  04272 0. 04235 
A-1, X = 1, Y = l  
X = O . l ,  Y = O . 1  
x = 1, Y = 4  
x = 0.1, Y = 0.4  
x = 1, y = W $  
x = 0. 1,  y = m: 
A-2, (d = 3 0 " ,  L = 1 ,  N = 1 
@ = 3 0 " ,  L = 4 ,  N = 4  
(d = 120", L = 1, N = 1 





























































I I I 
:: was assumed to approximate a, for computer run 
1' 
tThese  values were obtained by numerical integration ac ross  surface A 
according to Reference 1 
- 2 -  
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CONFIGURATION AND FORM FACTOR 
The genera1,eqnation that must be solved in the determination of the 
radiant-interchange form factor i s  (see Figure 1 )  
The following part of the integrand is the factor from the elemental surface 
dA1 to the total surface A2, referred to as  the configuration factor or plane 
point factor, c12: 
COS e l  COS e2 
c12 =!JAZ lTS2 
Therefore, 
A very simple geometric interpretation of Equation 2 is given by, Nusselt. 
The principal value of the Nusselt concept i s  that the computational procedure 
i s  simplified and made more accurate by the fact that no mathematical o r  
numerical  integration is required to compute the configuration factor. How- 
elemental a r ea  dA1; one must still integrate a l l  such factors over surface A1 
to yield the form factor f 1 2  a s  given in  Equation 3 .  
^ _ _ - -  L L -  ni _ _ - _ _  i &  - - - L L - - I  - - : - I A -  . - -I--  tL- ,,,c: -__- -.t:-. $--- +I.- 
G V C L  , uic I Y U D J C L L  i i i c~ i iuu y i c i u a  u i i i y  L i i c  G U I J L L ~ U U I ~ L L ~ L I  r C a b L u A  A U I U L L A  L A I C  
The Nusselt concept utilizes a hemisphere of radius R constructed over 
the incremental plane a r e a  dA1, a s  shown in Figure 1. Every point defining 
the boundary of surface A2 i s  projected radially to the hemisphere surface 
and then vertically downward to  the plane of dA1, the equatorial plane of the 
hemisphere.  The locus of all  points thus projected encloses an  a rea ,  A"2, 
on the hemisphere base.  This area A"2, divided by the a r e a  of the base,  i s  
the configuration factor from dA1 t o  A2. 
- 3 -  
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Figure 1. Nusselt Geometrical Relationships 
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The validity of this conclusion can be 
that the elemental area dAz is described in 
angle d w 1 ,  or 
COS 82dA2 - 
S2 
d o l  - 
Similarly,' on the sphere having radius R, 
SPACE ond INFORMATION SYSTEMS MVISXON 
demonstrated as follows. Note 
surface A2 by the elemental solid 
(4 f 
(5) 
Because dAy is the projection of dA2 on the hemisphere base, 
Inserting Equation 6 in Equation 5, 
dA; 
- 
d w l  - 2 R cos e l  
The right side of Equation 4 appears explicitly 
Equation 7 is identical to Equation 4, Equation 
F o r  a sphere of unit radius (unit sphere), 
A; 
c12 = -  
T r  
(7) 
in Equation 1 and, because 
2 becomes 
which completes the proof of Nusselt's method. By inserting Equation 8 in 
Equation 3 ,  the original equation becomes greatly simplified; only one a rea  
integration is now required. 
- 5 -  
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The computer program described herein solves Equation 9 numerically 
by successive algebraic evaluation of A; a t  preselected points on surface A I ,  
with subsequent numerical integration to yield f12, or  '. 
It should be emphasized that a r ea  AS i s ,  in fact, formed by the doubly 
projected silhouette of surface A2 a s  it appears from dA1. 
I 
The element dA1 is assumed to  be oriented in the xy plane and a t  the 
origin of the coordinate system of surface A2. The a rea  A? can be found 
from the line integral where y l  = F(x1) is the locus of the boundary of A:, 
Let z = F(x ,y )  be the locus of the silhouette of Az, and S the distance from 
dA1 to the point (x ,y ,z )  on the silhouette of A2. 
F r o m  similar triangles, 
X 1 
1 S '  1 s  x = -  dx = - d x t x d  
Y 1 1 
f dYl = F d Y  + Y d (s) - y1 -.$ 
Inserting in Equation 11 
Equation 12 can be transposed to finite difference form by replacing the 
differentials with increments fo r  numerical evaluation. Because of the prob- 
lems  of increment size control, i t  appears desirable to  solve Equation 12 for 
a finite line segment in space and to allow the analyst to control accuracy of 
configuration factor computation by suitable selection of line segments 
describing surface 2.  If the surface i s  actually a polygon or  polyhedra, the 
- 6 -  
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simulation is perfect; i f  the surface boundary is curved, like a disk, for  
example, the validity of the result  i s  a function of the number of line 
segments used. 
However, a much simpler and more easily understood geometric' der i -  
Referring to  Figure 2, note that the radial projection of line segment 
vation, using the unit ,sphere,  yields the result  in superior computational 
form. 
AB on the hemisphere surface forms the circular a r c  A'B'.  Projection of 
A'B' to the base plane produces the elliptical a r c  A"B", forming the elliptical 
section A"UB" with the origin. 
If a l l  line segments describing surface 2 a r e  similarly projected, the 
a rea  A2 will be formed by a closed ser ies  of elliptical a rc@.  
does not have to be a plane. 
of a silhouette; any surface or object projecting an identical silhouette in the 
same spatial.position on the hemisphere surface will produce the same a rea  
A2 and the same point factor. 
Surface ,A2 
Actually, the a r e a  A; resul ts  from the geometry 
' I  
Inspection reveals that the magnitude of a r e a  A i  can be determined by 
computing the a rea  of each elliptical Sector, properly signed, followed by an 
algebraic summation. 
In Figure 2, the a rea  of elliptical sector A, is the projected a rea  of 
c i rcular  sector A,. 
A'OB' and the xy plane is  y, then 
If the angle between the plane of the circular sector 
A, 
AS 
cos y = - 
The a rea  A, is computed f r o m  the usual polar equation, with 8 in radians, 
For  the unit radius sphere,  
- e 
A s  -2 
Substituting Equation 14 in Equation 13, and solving for  A , ,  
e 
-4, = - c o s  y 2 
- 7 -  
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1 
2lT c12 = - 
For a polygon of N sides,  the net a r ea  A i  is found by algebraic summation of 
all  computed A f .  
N 2 en cos yn  
n= 1 
Substituting in Equation 8, we have 
A general analytical derivation of this equation is given in Reference 3 ,  
and is reported to have been originally developed by Omoto in 1924. 
The absolute value notation will  be explained la ter .  The use of vector 
algebra greatly facilitates the computation of -L 8 and cos y. 
example, directed line segments of OA and OB, the vector dot product i s  
Taking, for 
+ 
A -  
0A.of3 = XAXB t YAYB t ZAZB 
The c ross  product 6 A  x 6 B - h  determinant form is  
& 
which, upon expansion, becomes the normal vector VN, 
where i, j ,  and k a r e  mutually orthogonal unit base vectors directed along 
the principal axes.  
---c 
VN is equal in magnitude to twice the a r e a  of the triangle AOB and 
i s  oriented normal to the plane of AOB s o  that the three vectors form a right- 
handed system. The magnitude i s  computed by the Pythagorean theorem, 
- 8 -  
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The angle 9 may be evaluited from either the dot o r  the c r o s s  product by use 
of inverse functions, apecifically 
L J 
However, an overall economy of computation results from the 
a rc tan  function, 
I 
use of the 
Ae noted ear l ier ,  the angle y is defined a s  the angle between the plane 
It is also the angle between the vector VN and the of AOB and the xy plane. 
z axis;  cos Y is therefore the direction coaine of TN with respect to the 
1; axis. Using the z component in Equation 19, 
X ~ Y ~  -%BYA 
cos Y = 
I GI 
If the numerator and denominator a re  both divided by 2, 
2 cos Y = 
13 
This shows that cos Y i s  a lso equal to the ratio of the signed projected a rea  
of t r i a i ~ g l e  ACE GE thz x-y p h z e  Z T ? ~  the ?lace area of t r i ang le  AOR. 
In the right-handed system shown, cos Y is positive when the order  of 
computation of the vectors in the c ros s  product causes the normal vector 
VN to point in  the direction of the t z axis (0  <Y<90). 
proceeds from point to point on the boundary of surface 2 will sign each 
elliptical sector accordingly; however, because the sectors  a r e  summed 
algebraically, the same absolute magnitude will result  regardless of order .  
Because the point factor i s  always a positive number, the order  is compu- 
tationally unimportant. Nevertheless, the program requires that data be 
entered in  counterclockwise order for other reasons.  This will be discussed 
in more detail later.  
+ 
The order  in which one 
- 9 -  
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Figure 2. Geometry of Configuration Factor Computation 
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The relative ease with which the point factor can be computed is best 
illustrated by an example. 
ing with line segment AB, from Equation 18. 
Using the triangle shown in Figure 2, and start- 
- 
OA * CB = 1 t 3  t9=.13 
From Equation 20 
I 
From Equation 21 
From Equation 22 
2 
COS yAB = - = 0.316 
F 
Moving to BC, 
ICBC( = ,/62 t 62 t (-8)2 = d c  
* 
Finally,  line segment CA, - * 
OC * OA = 3 t 1 t 9 = 13 
- 1 1  - 
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2 
COS yCA = - = 0.316 J= 
The configuration factor is, therefore, f rom Equation 17, 
c12 =%I  Z(0.453) (0.316) t (0.661) (-0.686) 
c = 0.0266 
12 
Note the repetitive nature of the computation. Thus, a l l  surfaces 
represented by straight line segments in space can be analyzed in  the 
simple, direct  manner shown. 
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 
The task of computing factors,  even when simple "closed-form" 
solutions a r e  available, is often laborious because the surfaces under con- 
sideration appear in  difficult, skewed relative positions. A significant par t  
of this effort has been eliminated by the program through the possibility of 
general  coordinate transformation (translation and/or  rotation). 
data may be entered for  ea'ch surface using an  individually convenient local 
origin. 
both surfaces to a convenient third origin that i s  common to both surfaces. 
Surface 
The surfaces  may then be linked together by transforming one or  
Actually, two different types of coordinate transformation a r e  used by 
the program. 
te rmed a "primary" transformation, and i s  under control of the user  through 
transformation data entry. 
"auxiliary" transformation, and is under internal program control only. An 
auxiliary transformation t ransforms the surface coordinates of both surfaces 
into a new coordinate system formed so  that the xy plane of the coordinate 
system lies in the reference plane of one of the surfaces.  The reference 
plane of a surface i s  the plane formed by the f i r s t ,  second and last  point 
describing that surface.  The origin of an  auxiliary coordinate system i s  
located a t  point 1 in the particular surface controlling the transformation. 
The transformation discussed in the pr ior  paragraph is 
The second type of transformation i s  termed an  
- 12 - 
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The x-axis is line segment formed by poixats 1 and 
becomes the z-axis; t he  y-axis is com 
, thus locating the xy plane in the control , I 
I 
I 
ation actually serves  two' purposes. 
U to facilitate reconstruction o€ the "seen" 
part of surface ntirely Peen by th ther  surface. Second, 
F i r s t ,  1 
. 
I to computation the configuration factors ,  
, plane of the final coordhate  system along 
1 tive position. Thfs i e  necessary to enable 
on surface 1 from which factors to surface 2 
may be directly computed, or from which silhou'ettes of surface 2 may be 
generated and factors computed. 
Fo r  example, suppose Figure 3 represents the surfaces of various 
items of equipment appearing in a compartment. 
syetem shown may be conveniently chosen at? a corner  o r  axis af symmetry, 
possiblpas shown on a mechanical drawing. This system may not be con+ 
venient for data entry O f  the disk, however. The primed coardinate syst 
with tb'e origin at  the center of the disk is the more logical choice in this 
Case. 
system by a primary transformation. 
entered from the unprimed system. Now, suppose we desire  the form €actor 
f rom the disk t o  the plate. 
(including the transformation data), the program will primary transform disk 
coordinates to the unprimed system. Since the disk i s  bisected by the plate, 
an auxiliary transformation of all coordinates, both disk and plate, will be 
made from the unprimed to the quad-primed system. 
the disk appearing above the active side of the plate wi l l  be determined, and 
an auxiliary transformation of the plate and truncated disk will be made to the 
double primed coordinate system, i. e. , the reference plane of the disk. The 
disk i s  now in d positioil for  riiappiiig, 2nd t h e  p lz te  coordina.tes a r e  proper 
for obtaining the configuration factors. 
data would be made to obtain the form factors to the sides of the cube. 
The unprimed coordinate 
The disk data can then be transformed from the primed to the unprimed 
The plate coordinates can be easily 
If the data a r e  entered as discussed above 
That portion of 
A s imilar  manipulation of surface 
The transformation technique utilized for a pr imary transformation 
differs f rom the customary method whereby old coordinates plus translation 
data and direction cosines o r  Euler angles a r e  supplied, from which a new 
se t  of coordinates a r e  derived. 
any three points (not in a line) measured from the new origin. These data 
a r e  then used to deri\,e direction cosines and translation t e r m s ,  b y  which the 
old coordinates a r e  then transformed to the new origin. 
The program requires the coordinates of 
- 1 3  - 
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The reader may find it eas ie r  to visualize transformation in te rms  of 
the movement of the surfaces instead of the origins. In the case of the disk, 
again referring to Figure 3, we may say we generated the disk with i ts  center 
a t  the origin of the unprimed system and in i ts  xy plane, and then moved the 
surface to  the position indicated by the primed system. 
appears more realist ic when motion i s  simulated by transforming a surface 
along a particular path. 
This viewpoint 
The mathematical treatment of primary and auxiliary transformation i s  
presented in Appendix C of Volume 11. 
X"'  
IV 
0 - x  
Figure 3 .  Surface Coordinate Transformation 
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SECTION 11. COMPUTER PROGRAM CONTENTS 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The program is  written in  IBM 7094 FORTRAN IV source language. 
The source deck consists of the main program and subroutines UNIVEC, 
SELEK, DATA, TXFRM, DOICU, MAP, and FACTOR. 
required f rom l ibrary  tape a r e  SQRT (square root), ARCTAN (inverse 
tangent trigonometric function). 
the NAA computing system "NAASYS1 for  input/output. 
tape 3 i s  used by CONFAC when card image printout of data is desired. IBM- 
IBSYS facilities utilizing different tape numbers may easily a l te r  tape assign- 
ments by using a $NAME control card. 
dimensioned eo that a 32 K core  size i s  required. 
Main P rogram 
Algebraic routines 
FORTRAN logical tapes 5 and 6 are used in  
In addition, logical 
The source programs a r e  presently 
The main program reads title cards ,  surface data and transformation 
data name cards  and factor requests f rom input tape 5. 
printout i s  desired,  each card image is printed on output tape 6 and auxiliary 
tape 3. 
the input tape. 
If a card image 
After reading is  terminated by an  E N D  card,  tape 3 i s  then used as  
When a factor request card  is detected, the main program directs flow 
a s  required to subroutines TXFRM, DOICU, MAP and FACTOR. Program 
resul ts  a r e  output by the main p r o g r a m .  
Subroutine UNIVEC 
This subroutine computes the components of a unit orientation vector 
normal to the reference plane formed by the f i r s t ,  second and las t  point in 
surface data c lasses  1, 3 ,  4 and plane 6. The c ros s  product of vectors 1-2 
and 1-last  i s  computed and normalized. 
point 1 ,  and is located on the active side of the surface,  thus orienting the 
surface. 
The vector is formed normal to 
It a lso computes a new fourth point normal to the new three points sub- 
mitted iwtransformation data and an old fourth point normal to the old three 
points in the surface data to b e  transformed. 
- 1 5  - 
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Subroutine SELEK 
This subroutine selects,  according to the name of the data given in the 
factor request, the location of the data bearing the same name in the surface 
and t randormat ion  data arrays. 
Subroutine TXFRM 
The first section performs the auxiliary transformation. This transfor- 
mation is used to reconstruct a surface which is bisected by the second 
surface. 
stantially in the xy plane of its coordinate system. 
transformation is effected to move the surfaces to fulfill this requirement 
p r io r  to computation of factors. 
It also tests surface 1 to determine if the reference plane is sub- 
If it is not, an  auxiliary 
This subroutine also per forms a pr imary  transformation as indicated 
by factor requests and transformation data. 
cated for a surface, is accomplished pr ior  to  entry to subroutine DOICU so 
that tests of the surface "view" of each other occur in  their  transformed 
position( 5). 
This transformation, i f  indi- 
The pseudo-transformation "9R" is accomplished in  this subroutine. 
The original surface 
This operation merely reverses  the order  of data entry and orientation vector 
of plane surfaces as indicated in the factor request. 
data is  not disturbed by any transformation; temporary storage is utilized, 
Subroutine DOICU 
The function of this subroutine is conveyed l i terally by its name DO-I- 
C-U. Given surfaces A1 and A2 with the "active" side of each surface 
identified by the surface orientation unit vector,  the question i s  asked: Is 
all,  none, o r  par t  of A1 ? This i s  accomplished by computing the vector dot 
product formed by the unit vector in one surface with the vector formed by 
point 1 in the f i r s t  surface and each point in the other surface ( see  Figure 4). 
The sign of the dot product indicates whether the angle between the vectors 
i s  l e s s  or greater  than 90°, which reveals the position of the point relative 
to the plane of the viewing surface. 
surface A1 to A2 a r e  all  positive and, conversely, all a r e  positive from A2 
to A l ;  A1 sees  all of A2; A2 sees  a l l  of Al .  
products f rom A2 to A1 a r e  positive, but f rom A1 to A2 they a r e  all negative. 
Hence, in  general if al l  dot products from one surface to another a r e  negative, 
then the surfaces do not see each other, even though the converse products 
may be positive. 
in which case the surfaces a r e  in the same plane, and obviously cannot see 
each other.  
ail,  pa r t ,  o r  none of surface Ai ' 1 - -  D t Z C l l  - - - I T  L-- uy A & :  A 3 9 r - n r r a r c l e  vvIL"b.s"~!y, d c e s  A 2  s e e  
In Figure 4(a) the dot products f rom 
However, in Figure 4(b) a l l  dot 
There i s  a lso the trivial case where all products a r e  zero,  
- 16 - 
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F i g u r e  4 .  DOICU S u r f a c e  A n a l y s i s  
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Figure 4 (c) shows a surface A2 bisecting surface Al.  In this case,  
some of the dot products f rom A2 and A1 are positive and some negative. 
In Figure 4 (d) both A1 and A2 a r e  bisected. 
to show how it would be bisected by Al .  
and thus no test is made of the view from this surface. The vertical  dashed 
line in A2 represents how the plane 1 - 2 - 5 - 6  in A3 might bisect A2. 
will not detect this condition. 
DOICU would properly bisect A3. 
only is desired,  an e r r o r  would result  because part  of A2 sees  the convex 
side of A3. 
car r ied  over to  CONFAC 11. 
Nonplanar surface A3 was added 
Surface A3 has  no orientation vector 
DOICU 
If the configuration factor ,  ~ 2 3 ,  were required, 
However, i f  the factor to the concave side 
This represents  one of the limitations of CONFAC I that is 
If a surface is bisected, DOICU reconstructs the surface data to 
exclude the a r e a  not seen by the other surface. If point 1 ih the original 
surface is removed as a result ,  a new orientation vector is created over 
the new point 1 a s  shown in Figure 4 (c). Notice that in reconstructing A3 
(Figure 4 (d)), DOICU created the new a r r a y  1, 2,  3, 4 ' ,  5 ' .  This "surface" 
is identical to the actual surface seen by A1 insofar as factor computation 
f r o m  A1 is concerned. 
The bisection of a surface is done in a simple manner ,  with the aid of 
the auxiliary transformation capability. 
coordinates of both surfaces a r e  transformed so that A2 lies in the xy plane 
of the auxiliary (primed) coordinate system. Each point in A1 is tested,  in 
numerical o rder ,  until a change in the sign of the z-coordinate occurs. The 
coordinates of the new points where the transition line segment c rosses  the 
x 'y '  plane ( z l  = 0 )  a r e  obtained by computing x and y intercepts of t races  
projected on the xlzl and y ' z '  principal planes. 
F o r  example, in Figure 4 ( c )  the 
Sub routine M A P  
The double integral in Equation ( 9 )  and i ts  numerical counterpart in 
Equation ( i O j  mathematicaiiy represent the volume under d suridce deiineri 
by the configuration factor c12 = f ( x ,  7 ) .  
location ( x, y )  f rom which each factor to surface 2 will be computed. 
Subroutine MAP decides the 
It i s  assumed that surface 1 i s  a plane surface throughout. 
program insures  only that the reference plane of surface 1 i s  in the xy plane 
of the final coordinate system. 
points, and assumes a value of 0 f o r  all z coordinates. 
cannot properly m a p  a nonplanar surface. 
The 
M A P  w i l l  use  the x , y  coordinates of all  
This procedure 
Subroutine MAP determines the maximum y coordinate and the minimum 
y coordinate from among the points defining surface 1 (Figure 5). The total 
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Figure 5. Surface 1 Mapping Procedure 
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tical distance betwe s divided into equal vertica 
the ,  surface at each vertical  
in.. The point at which, a holrizontal 
egative x-direction) boundary of surface -1 
increments, as specifie run 'instructibns. Then, horizontal lines 
a r e  scribed across  (par  
is termed "x-left'' and the intersection on the right, "x-right. I t  Each 
horizontal line d is termed a "mapping line". Each 
d into an equal number of increments 
AI1 mapping l ines a r e  divided into the 
sar i ly  the same s ize  of increment. 
oint instead of a line at Ymax o r  
configuration factor is computed a t  
e, including x-left and x-right, 
Re is one gre  r than the number 
of increments. ' 
, The number of increments is automatically set  to 24 horizontal and 24 
vertical  by a title card, but can be separately specified by input data to 6, 
18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, or 60. The details a r e  discussed in Section IV. 
A typical example of surface 1 mapping using a standard (24 x 24) 
~ 
increment i s  shown in Figure 5 (c). 
subroutine MAP;  it i s  the sum of the rectangular areas formed by each 
mapping line. 
the mapping a r e a  approximates the actual surface a rea .  
The mapping a rea  is a l so  computed by 
A measure of form factor accuracy is the degree with which 
Figure 5 (a )  i l lustrates a surface 1 orientation that cannot be satisfac- 
torilymapped; the crosshatched a r e a  will be ignored. The program does not 
allow more  than one left and one right intersection between a mapping line and 
the surface boundary; the program will detect this condition and print  a diag- 
nostic warning. 
Figure 5(b). 
This restriction may be avoided by rotating the surface in 
Subroutine FACTOR 
This  subroutine computes configuration factors f rom each point on 
surface 1 selected by MAP to surface 2 .  The exchange coefficient is com- 
puted by numerical  integration of configuration factors ac ross  surface 1 ,  
f r o m  which the f o r m  factor is  finally derived as  the area-weighted mean of 
all configuration factors.  
Fac tors  a r e  computed for  each point along each mapping line, moving 
f r o m  x-left to x-right,  by translating the origin of the surface 2 coordinate 
system in  x. 
tational t ime; constants at  each loop level a r e  computed once prior to loop 
entry.  
The analysis and equations a r e  organized fo r  minimum compu- 
Because the usual output desired i s  only the form factor ,  configuration 
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factors per s e  a r e  not computed unless a detailed output is requested. 
numerical integration of computed point function with respect to x is performed 
before proceeding to the next line. 
completed, these products a r e  integrated with respect to y, and divided by 
the mapping a rea  computed in subroutine MAP. 
A 
After all horizontal integrations a r e  
A standard 2 4 x  24 grid results in 625 configuration factors to be 
d. The question naturally a r i s e s  a s  to whether this many configura- 
tion factors a r e  actually required. If the configuration factor changes very 
little across  surface 1, then it is probably too many; but i f  there a r e  sharp 
probably iufficient. 
t changes in  the factor,  and third place accuracy is desired, then it is 
le such a s  Simpson's or Weddle's is not a s  accurate as the 
1 rule for sEandard increments i f  the factor function slope changes 
rapid.€y. Weddle's Rule was initially used, which explains why the program 
t control is in groups of six. If the factor var ies  smoothly, a 6 x 6 
Weddle Rule integration (49 factors) is probably as accurate a s  the standard 
625 fackars presently used by the trapezoidal rule. 
appreciable when running many factors. 
inserted in the source deck and compiled with no other changes required. 
Contrary to expectations, a more  sophisticated inte - 
The time saved is 
If desired, Weddle's Rule may be 
Tire form factor computed by the above is from that part  of surface 1 
which "sees" surface 2. If surface 1 i s  bisected, then the computed factor 
must  be reduced in proportion to the a rea  reduction. This is required 
because all of surface 1 entered in data i s  considered to be involved in 
radiant- interchange with surface 2. 
GENERAL RULES AND RESTRICTIONS 
The following general rules and restrictions must be observed for 
normal program operation: 
1. All  data must be derived from right-handed rectangular 
coordinaie systems. 
2 .  Points 1 ,  2 and the last  point in plane surface input data 
(c lass  1) must not form a straight line in space. 
3 .  The active side of a plane o r  nonplanar surface i s  established 
by entering the boundary points in counterclockwise order ,  
a s  they appear when facing the active side. 
- 21 - 
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4. If the factor to a class 2 (nonplanar) surface is required, 
only the active surfaces should be seen from any point on 
surface 1, and they must also be seen from every point on 
surface 1. 
5. Detailed restrictions and limitations upon input data are given 
in Section 111. 
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SECTION 111. INPUT DATA 
DATA SPECIFICATIONS AND SPECIFIC RESTRICTIONS 
Input data consists of title cards,  surface data, transformation data and 
factor request data. Title cards  are discussed under P rogram Control. 
Data type is classified by the use of the integers 1 , 2 ,  o r  9 placed in 
column 1 of the data name card ,  followed by a 1 to 5 FORTRAN character 
name to provide data identity within each class ,  
described below. 
The classes  of data a r e  
Surface and Transformation Data ' 
Class  1 - Plane Polygon 
The x, y,  and z coordinates of each point defining the surface boundary 
Only one side of a single plane surface can be made active for are required. 
a particular factor computation, i. e.  , mayinterchange radiant flux with 
another surface. 
o r  look at  the desired active side, .and select any point on the surface boundary 
a s  point number one. 
boundary of the surface,  select the remaining points in sequence. 
rule  i s  followed, the surface will always be on the left when moving along the 
boundary. The active side may be reversed in a factor request by use of the 
"9R" pseudo-transformation, 
The active side is established in the following manner: face 
Proceeding in a counterclockwise direction about the 
If this 
The x,  y ,  and z coordinates of each point a r e  entered on the data cards 
in the above sequence, and each point is  numbered internally according to its 
position in the data. 
It i s  assumed that a c lass  1' surface i s  a plane surface. An internal 
check i s  made to verify this; a warning is printed i f  it is  not substantially 
plane. If a substantially nonplanar surface i s  classed a s  a plane surface, 
ser ious e r r o r s  in mapping could result  i f  it is used a s  surface 1,  o r  wrong 
factors could be computed if it i s  used a s  surface 2. See i tem 4 of General 
Rules and Restrictions, Section 11. 
Class  2 - Ner?planar Surface 
Two o r  more plane surfaces, not in the same plane, adjoining o r  
connected, and entered as  one package a r e  termed a nonplanar surface. 
- 2 3  - 
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Transformation data- consists O f  the coordinates of three points in a 
surface, not in a straight line, derive.d from the 
that has  been moved in i ts  coordinate, system. 
"position of a surface 
may, with equal validity, 
sition, and the data are the coardinates of each 
The three points se€ected need not be chosen 
I mean that the origin of the coordinate system 
or  entered in any particular order ,  nor must the same points be used if more 
m the new origin. 
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imary tranaformation of the same surface i s  desired. 
mation name "9R" is  not entered in  data, but only in 
I 
~ 
Factor requests specify, for each factor desired, the following: 
1. The name of surface 1 data 
2. The name of surface 2 data 
3. The names of surface 1 and/or surface 2 transformation data 
4. Whether a standard (minimum) o r  detailed printout mode i s  
desired. The code "D" signifies that a detailed printout is  
desired. The code "N" signifies that a standard printout is 
desired. The code "blank'! i s  a command to use the printout 
mode used for the prior factor request with the following 
exception. The program i s  initialized to the standard "N" 
mode before the f i r s t  factor request i s  processed and by a 
title card.  
* .  
5. The horizontal and/or  vertical divisions to be used in mapping 
surface 1.  The major divisions that can be used a r e  6 ,  12, 18, 
24, 30, 36 ,  42, 48, 54 and 6 0 ,  but these a r e  specified in the 
factor request by the integers 1, 2 ,  3 ,  4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ,  9 ,  and 
10. The presence of a blank field i s  interpreted in a similar 
manner as the output mode specification. 
- 24 - 
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DATA DIMENSION RESTRICTIONS 
I 1. There is a maximum of 30 boundary points (90 coordinates) for  
each surface entered as class 1 o r  2, and a maximum of 80 surface 
data entries. 
The total number of class 9 data must not exceed 30. 2. 
3. The total number of factor requests must not exceed 200 for  each 
set  of data, except for  the GROUPRUN mode. 
PROGRAM CONTROL 
The program deck setup is shown in Figure 17. Note the presence of 
the titte card immediately following the $DATA and Variable Format. 
title card must have a "T" o r  a n  "1" in column 1. 
three purposes. 
job title, u se r  name, date, etc. Second, the presence of this card is a 
command to reinitialize data storage locations so that new data may be read 
into storage. 
for factor computations unless reentered as new input data. 
control character in column 1 signifies that a card image (columns 1-80) 




The title card serves  
Columns 2-72 may contain run identification data such as 
This means,  however that the old data is no longer available 
Third, the "1" 
If an image printout i s  not desired,  a "T" must appear in 
FORMAT 
All data may be entered an NAA FORTRAN Fixed 10 Decimal Data 
sheets. 
r;.,akir,g 2 tgta! ~f ?3. card columns available for data entry. 
a r e  used for card identification and/or numerical sequencing for sorting 
purposes.  
Each line represents 12 card columns with six lines per  card,  
Columns 73-80 
Title Card 
A title card i s  characterized by an alphabetical "T"or  a n  "I" placed 
in column 1. 
Figure 6.  
Columns 2-72  a r e  available for job identification, as  shown on 
Surface . - - - and Transformation Data 
All surface and transformation data a r e  preceded by a name card 
uniquely identifying the data. A name consists of six FORTRAN characters 
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.a 
(a computer "word") and always occupies the first six columns of the name 
card. 
must always be placed in  column 1. 
columns 2-6, and it is important to note that a blank space is considered a 
character and a part  of the name. 
same as  1 SI  o r  1 S1. 
The data class, the integers 1, 2, o r  9, which is par t  of the name, 
The remainder of the name occupies 
For  example, the narne 1S1 is not the 
- - 
The next word on the name card,  columns 7-12 must be left blank. 
The f i r s t  :mode Decimal input data may be entered in one of two modes. 
utilizes fixed input formating; data must be entered into specified fields on the 
card. 
However, FORTRAN IV features a powerful "free style" data entry technique 
called NAMELIST, which is discussed la te r .  
consecurive entry of decimal data separated by commas. 
number of cards  required to enter data using name is drastically reduced. 
This is the original and only mode used by FORTRAN II CONFAC I. 
This mode of data entry permits 
In most  cases,  the 
The data identified by the name card  must follow the name card.  There 
a r e  two different formats  which must be adhered to in entering data. 
Class 1 and 2 
The number of points to be entered describing the surface appears on 
the f i r s t  line, Figure 7, followed by the x, y, and z coordinates of each point 
in sequence. The order  in which the points a r e  selected in the surface is 
explained in detail in Section 111. 
Class  9 
The f i r s t  point to be transformed in entered o n t h e  f i r s t  line, followed 
by the x,  y,  and z coordinates of the "new" position of the point a s  shown in 
Figure 8. 
fifth line followed by the x coordinate of the new position of the second point, 
thus completing the f i r s t  card.  
of the second point a r e  entered on the f i r s t  two lines of the second card,  
followed by the number of the third point to be transformed and i ts  new x, 
and z coordinates. 
The second point to be transformed immediately follows on the 
The y and z coordinates of the new position 
y ,  
Al l  of the numbers entered in the above data may be entered a s  fixed o r  
floating point numbers. 
have decimal points given), the floating number may be located anywhere in 
the field (line); i f  no decimal point i s  given, the number must be located to 
the extreme right of the field (no blanks to the right of the number). The 
foregoing applies as  well to NAMELIST data entries,  except that the field 
is  defined a s  the space between two commas (Figure 8). 
If a decimal point is  given (fractional numbers must 
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Because of present data management restrictions,  the full flexibility of 
NAMELIST cannot be realized. One cannot, f o r  example, modify surface data 
already entered by selective specification of the subscripts of the points to be 
changed in the a r ray .  Data already entered cannot be changed except by com- 
plete reentry after reinitialization with the title card.  If reentry is attempted 
without reinitialization, the program will not proces 9 the data properly. 
The use of the NAMELZST mode of data entry is commanded by the 
presence of any nonblank character  i n  the third word (columns 13 - 18) of the 
name card. 
described as before will be used. 
may be used for data identification as shown in Figure 9. 
If the third word is blank, then the standard fixed-format mode 
The remaining words (columns 19 - 72) 
The f i r s t  column of each card used for a NAMELIST data entry must 
be left blank. 
a s  shown in the various formats illustrating data entry. No data o r  
alphabetic characters  may appear in the card sequence area (columns 73 - 
80). Commas a r e  used to separate items of data; there must be no embedded 
blanks in the item, but blanks may precede o r  follow each comma. Data may 
be continued on as many cards  as required, but a data i tem cannot be entered 
partly on one card and partly on the next. 
The embedded blanks in the f i r s t  word must appear identically 
A comma o r  a dollar sign must 
follow the last i tem on a card; the comma is used i f  
dollar sign i f  not. 
Factor  Requests 
Six FORTRAN words comprise a set  of factor 
be entered on one card as shown i n  Figure 10. The 
and the second set  s ta r t s  a t  column 37. Two words 
one line on the data sheet. The name of the surface 
f i r s t  word (columns 1 - 6) precisely as  it appears in  
data to be' continued, the 
requests; two sets may 
f i r s t  set  s ta r t s  a t  column 1 
(12 columns) comprise 
1 data i s  entered in the 
the f i r s t  word of the sur-  
face data name card. 
word (columns 8 - 12) precisely as  i t  appears in the first word of the surface 
data name card. 
desired transformation data name i s  entered in columns 13 - 18, otherwise, 
it i s  left blank. If a pr imary transformation of surface 2 i s  desired,  the 
name of the transformation data is entered in the fourth word, columns 19 - 
24. If a standard output i s  desired, the character "N" i s  entered instead 
of 'ID. ' I  If a blank is  entered in both locations, the mode of output will be 
the same as the last  factor request. The horizontal mapping division integer 
i s  entered in column 30 o r  29 and 30. 
division interger i s  entered in column 36 o r  3 5  and 36. If columns 29 and 30 
a re  left blank, the horizontal mapping division used will be thc same as the 
last  factor request. If columns 35 and 36 a re  left blank, the vertical mapping 
division will be the Same as the last factor request. 
repeated in the same manner,  starting from column 37 on the fourth line, for 
the second set  of factor requests on the card.  
The n a m e  cf t h e  s 1 ~ r f a . c ~  2 data is entered in  the second 
If a pr imary  transformation of surface 1 i s  desired, the 
Similarly, the vertical  mapping 
The above format is  
A maximum of 200 factor . 
- 30 - 
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requests may be entered. (See Data Dimension Restrictions for limitations 
of factor requests). The only requirement is, of course, that ahe 
d 9ot ha0 been loaded in under the names used. 
END Card 
Factor request data must be terminated by an END card. This card 
This card signals 
ge consisting of the title card, surface and trans- 
consists of the entry of the word END starting in Column 1 .  
the end of the data pa 
formation data and fa 
follow. 
requests. Any number of such data packages may 
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SECTION IV. PROGRAM OUTPUT 
hpu t  data is processed and printed out for programmer verification 
prior to use in factor computations. 
printed out for all plane surfaces,  so that the "active" side used by the 
program is clearly shown. If 
an "I" wag placed in column 1 of the title card,  an image of each card will  
be printed. 
The orientation vector head end is also 
Factor requests data a r e  also printed out. 
A standard I'minimurnl' output consists of the following: 
1. Run number 
2. Factor request data 
3. 
4. 
The computed form factors from surface 1 to surface 2 
The surface 1 mapping area 
5. The exchange coefficient (fA product) 
6. The total a r e a  of surface 1 
7. . If surface 1 is bisected, the a r e a  seen by surface 2 
8. The total a r e a  of surface 2 
9. If surface 2 i s  bisected, the a r e a  seen by surface 1 
10. The form factor f rom surface 2 to surface 1,  i f  surface 2 a r e a  
is  known. 
If a detailed output i s  requested, the minimum output plus the following is  
print e d: 
1. The final coordinates of surface 1 and surface 2 prior to compu- 
tation of configuration factors. 
2. The x-left and x-right coordinates for  each y division of surface 1 
mapping, including horizontal and vertical divisions used. 
- 35 - 
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3. Each configuration factor computed. 
of factors easily identified because the last factor in a group 
occupies a 1ine:by itself. Each group contains the configuration 
factors computed on a mapping line. 
is that Computed at x-left azid the las t  factor in the group is that 
computed at x-right. 
line, the second group the second mapping line, etc. 
The output is given in groups 
The first factor in the group , 
I 
The f i rs t  group represents the first mapping 
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A number of sample problems have been devised to illustrate the 
capabilities and limitations of CONFAC I. 
The surface configurations upon which the sample problems a r e  based 
are  shown in accompanying illustrations. Each illustration is  conveniently 
grouped separately with the problem description pertaining to the surfaces 
shown in the illustration, along with the input data sheets, factor request 
data program output, and a short discussion. 
SAMPLE PROBLEM GROUP A 
The geometry of this group is shown in Figure 11. The data sheets 
a re  shown in Figure 1 2  and the results a r e  presented in Figure 13. 




ut produced by the "I" card. 
In Figure 11 (Al) ,  the factor between the floor of a cubical room 
(IFLOOR) and an adjacent wall (1WALL) is  computed, using standard hori-  
zontal and vertical mapping divisions (24  x 24) on surface 1. 
output i s  requested and standard data input mode i s  used. 
A detailed 
Note that because no primary o r  auxiliary transformation occurred, 
the final coordinate system is the same as the input data (unprimed) coor- 
dinzte system. 
point 1 in 1FLOOR. 
The f i r s t  mapping line s ta r t s  at the origin and extends to 
Problem 2A 
, In  Figure 1 1  (A l ) ,  any plane surface may be used as surface 1 pro- 
viding i t  has been properly entered in data pr ior  to the factor request. 
demonstrate, the wall (1WALL) now acts as  surface 1, and the factor to the 
floor (1FLOOR) is  requested. 
To 
Note that surface 1WALL i s  not in the xy plane of i ts  input (unprimed) 
coordinate system. The program, therefore, had to perform an auxiliary 
transformation of both surfaces to the primed system shown, pr ior  to factor 
computation, to gcht surface 1 in the xy  plane. 
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x i  
( A i )  
1 
2 , I  WALLR 
Y 
1 FLOOR-, 2WALLS 
ZWALLS - lFLOOR (ERROR) 
1 FLOOR - 1 WALLR 
(A3)  
Y 
x ;  
2WALLZ 
F i g u r e  11. Sample Problems Geometry Group  A 
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Problem 3A 
InFigure 11 (A2), the factor from the floor (1FLOOR) to two adjacent 
walls taken together (ZWALLS) is requested. 
the boundary data deecribing 2WALLS form a valid silhouette of 2WALLS 
from any point on 1FLOOR. 
alone. 
This is a valid request because 
The factor should be twice that to one wall 
Problem 4A 
The program cannot validly compute the factor f rom a nonplanar sur -  
face. The factor from 2WALLS to 
lFLOOR is requested in  order  to  elicit the diagnostic, warning the user  that 
this is a nonplanar surface. 
A class 2 surface is assumed nonplanar. 
Problem 5A 
In Figure 11 (A3), the necessity for  proper order  in  data entry is 
emphasiaed. The wall data a re  deliberately entered in  a clockwise direction 
( 1WALLR) looking at the active surface, instead of counterclockwise. Hence, 
the orientation vector points in the wrong direction. 
lFLOOR to lWALLR is requested in order  to elicit the diagnostic which 
a le r t s  the use r  to a possible e r r o r .  
The factor from 
Problem 6A 
In Figure 11  (A4), CONFAC I illustrates the capability of bisecting a 
The factor from lFLOOR to 2WALLZ i s  nonplanar (c lass  2) surface. 
requested to demonstrate this capability. 
Subroutine DOICU bisected 2WALLZ at the x y  plane, and reconstruc- 
ted the surface by eliminating points 2, 3 ,  and 4, a s  shown, and creating new 
points 2 ' ,  3 ' ,  4' and 5' .  The dashed line 2' 3' divides surface 1 ( IFLOOR) 
into triangular parts,  designated A and B. 
2 W A L L Z  from anywhere in a r e a  B reflects a valid silhouette in the proper 
counterclockwise order .  When reconstructed 2 WALL2 i s  viewed from a r e a  
A, the points st i l l  form a valid silhouette, but the o rde r  i s  reversed. This 
mcans thc computed configuration factor will be to  the hemispherical space 
not occupied by 2WALLZ, and will be negative. S o ,  subroutine FACTOR 
subtracts this factor from 1. 0 to yield the correct  factor to ZWALLZ. 
The view of the reconstructed 
Prob1t.m 7 A  
The use of the pseudo-transform "9R" i s  demonstrated by applying it 
to the lWALLR data to cause the oricntation of the surface to be reversed 
p r i o r  to factor computation. A standard output i s  requested. 
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Problem 8A 
1FLOOR and lWALL data a re  
the back-wall entered as 1BKWAL. 
entered in order  to demonstrate the 
by this command. A combinational 
reentered along with the coordinates of 
Then a GROUPRUN factor request is 
automatic generation of factor requests 
se r ies  of factor requests is computed in 
the following manner. 
data to all  of the remaining surfaces are created. 
from the second surface entered to all of the remaining surfaces a re  
created. 
Factor requests from the f i r s t  surface entered in 
Then, factor requests 
This procedure i s  repeated to the limit of surfaces entered. 
GROUPRUN must  be se t  up a s  a separate task; i. e . ,  title card, 
surface data, GROUPRUN card, and the END card. 
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SAMPLE PROBLEM-GROUP B 
The geometrical relationships used in this example a r e  presented in  
The data sheets are shown in  Figure 15 with results in  Figure Figure 14, 
16. 
Problem 1B 
Double bisection of surfaces is demonstrated. 
lPLATI and 3DISK a re  entered as usual in the data. 
The plane surface 
The double bisection is easily seen in  side view of lPLATI and 3DISK. 
The number 
The results of the factor request f rom lPLATI and 3DISK is shown in Run #1 
output, indicating the a reas  in each surface seen by the other. 
of points defining 3DISK has been reduced to 7 and reorganized because of 
the bisection, as seen along the dotted line. 
Problem 2B 
The converse factor, 3DISK to IPLATI, is requested as Run #Z. 
Because the disk is now surface 1, the final coordinate system in 3DISK is 
aligned so that the xyplane is the plane of the disk. Point 1' becomes the 
origin, and line segment 1'2' the X' axis. 
(fA) a re  very nearly equal, as  they should be because of the reciprocity 
the o rem. 
Note that the exchange coefficients 
Notice that the factor from one surface to the other along the line of 
bisection i s ,  in reality, zero, but the output is, in  some cases ,  non-zero 
though quite small  ( 10'80rder of magnitude). 
internal truncation e r r o r ,  and i s  not significant enough to warrant  concern 
he r e .  
This i s  caused by accumulated 
Probiem 3B 
The capability of coordinate transformation i s  illustrated. Run # 3  
requests the factor f rom lPLAT1 to 3DISK transformed to the position shown 
by the transformation data 9TDISK. The program detected, after t rans-  
forming 3DISK, that it bisected 1PLAT1. 
1PLAT1 actually mapped was the trapezoid indicated in the top view, and 
in the output final coordinate data. 
As the output shows, the part  of 
Problem 4B 
It is quite feasible to manually input a surface, transform the surface 
to a different location, and then ask for the factor between the original 
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surface and the transformed surface. 
3DISK is used as surface 1, and 3DISK transformed by STDISK is used as 
surface 2. 
boundary point, and therefore adding a point to the final 3DISK surface 
boundaries, making it 9 instead of 8.  
Problem 5B 
This is shown by Run #4, where 
The output shows a bisection of 3DISK, removing the 4th 
The factor from the transformed disk, 3DISKSTDISK, to lPLATl  is 
The resulting exchange coefficient is very nearly equal 
requested as Run #5, demonstrating program flexibility in  that surface 1 i s  
now transformed. 
to Run #3, a s  it should be. 
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APPENDIX B. PROGRAM DECK SETUP, LISTINGS, AND MAPS 
The program deck arrangement shown in Figure 17 contains a main 
program and six subprograms which a r e  l isted in this appendix. 
of the main program, 7J370, i s  shown in Figure 18 followed by a map of the 
core  storage locations in Figure 19. 
A listing 
The first subprogram WNTVEC is given in Figure 20 and storage map 
in Figure 21. 
in Figure 23. 
Subroutine SELEK is shown in Figure 22 and the memory  map 
The transformation subroutine, TXFRM, is presented in Figure 24 
and the map of core  storage in Figure 25. The listing and map of subroutine 
DOICU are presented in Figures  26 and 27. 
MAP are presented in  Figures  28 and 29. Subroutine FACTOR listing and 
core  storage a r e  given in Figures 30 and 31. 
formats  used by this program. 
The listing and map of subroutine 
Figure 32 Shows the variable 
This IBM FORTRAN IV computer program utilizes For t ran  input 
tape 5 and output tape 6 for input/output data transmission when operating 
in the North American Aviation, h c .  , version of IBM IBSYS (NAA SYS). 
Logical tape 3 is a lso required when card images a re  requested. 
Those facilities operating under IBM IBSYS but utilizing different 
logical tape numbers may easily a l ter  tape numbers by use of the IBSYS 
$NAME control card. 
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